CHALLENGER LEARNING CENTER
“MARS INVASION 2030-FROM COAL CAMP TO SPACE CAMP”

TEACHER WORKSHOP
MILEAGE REPORT
WORKSHOP DATE: _____________

TEACHER NAME: _____________________________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

SCHOOL NAME: _______________________________________________________

BEGINNING ADDRESS: ________________________________________________
________________________________________________
ODOMETER READING: ____________

ODOMETER READING

CHALLENGER LEARNING CENTER:

____________

ENDING ADDRESS: ______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
ODOMETER READING: ___________

TOTAL MILES DRIVEN: ____________

x

($0.25/mile)

=

_______________
(AMOUNT DUE)

MARS INVASION 2030
“FROM COAL CAMP TO SPACE CAMP”

TIMELINE
(TEACHER ACTIVITY)
2012-2013

__________ WORKSHOP
CLC will pay $0.25 per mile for travel to and from the workshop
based on the completion and submission of the provided “Mileage
Reimbursement Form”.
__________

COMPLIANCE VERIFICATION REPORT (CVR)
In order to qualify for sponsorship funding, a minimum of one
“Lesson Plan” from each of the three “Components” must be
completed and evidence thereof submitted. The (CVR) must include
(1) activity picture along with a one paragraph description of your
classes’ activities for each “Lesson Plan” completed. This report is
due to jfjustice@setel.com no later than (7) calendar days prior to the
scheduled “Museum Invasion” date. Any school carrying out their
Museum Invasion without submitting their CVR will be subject to the
loss of their sponsorship funds, and subsequently their school will be
invoiced for the cost of the program.

__________ TEACHER CURRICULUM EVALUATION (TCE)
The completed (TCE) form is due (postmarked) no later than thirty (30)
calendar days after your classes’ “Invasion” of the Mars Museum.
(Mail to: Karen Hamilton, c/o Whayne Supply Co., 359 So Lanks Br. Rd. Pikeville,
KY 41501)

__________ STUDENT TEAM CURRICULUM PRE/POST TEST (STCT)
The completed (SCT) is due (postmarked) no later than thirty (30)
calendar days after your classes “Invasion” of the Mars Museum.
(Mail to: Karen Hamilton, c/o Whayne Supply Co., 359 So Lanks Br. Rd. Pikeville,
KY 41501)

__________ STUDENT WORK SUBMISSION (SWS)
Copies of students’ work resulting from the completion of section (C3) of the “Curriculum” is requested within thirty (30) calendar days
after the “Invasion”. (Mail to: Karen Hamilton, c/o Whayne Supply Co., 359 So
Lanks Br. Rd. Pikeville, KY 41501)

__________ NEWSPAPER ARTICLE (NPA)
It is recommended and requested that a newspaper article be
submitted to your local newspaper giving your students, school, and
sponsors proper recognition.
If an article is submitted please e-mail a copy to jfjustice@setel.com

NEWSPAPER FORMAT
For

MARS INVASION 2030
“FROM COAL CAMP TO SPACE CAMP”

Please include the following in your newspaper article:


Your school’s name;



Participating teachers names;



Number of students participating;



Group picture of participants; (If more than 34 students, please split students
in equal groups so each will be seen better in the newspaper.)



Make note that it is a fourth grade program;



Name of the program “Mars Invasion 2030-From Coal Camp to Space
Camp”;



Purpose of the program – ( To show how the disciplines of science, math and
technology are applied in both space science and coal mining and how similar
many of the job duties are for astronauts and coal miners);



Mars program created and developed through a partnership between The
Challenger Learning Center of KY, located in Hazard and CEDAR, Inc. (Coal
Education Development & Resource);



List lessons covered and describe various classroom activities of each;



Summarize your classes’ Mars Museum Invasion experience (including the
ending video between the astronaut and coal miner);



State the most important aspect of the program and how it benefited your
students;



Any other information you deem pertinent to your classes’ participation in this
program;



ACKNOWLEDGE AND THANK YOUR SPONSOR!!!!

*NOTE*
Please forward article to jfjustice@setel.com for review prior to submitting for
publication.

